The rapid and efficient exchange of ions between porous electrodes and aqueous solutions is important in many applications, such as electrical energy storage by super-capacitors, water desalination and purification by capacitive deionization (or desalination), and capacitive extraction of renewable energy from a salinity difference. Here, we present a unified mean-field theory for capacitive charging and desalination by ideally polarizable porous electrodes (without Faradaic reactions or specific adsorption of ions) in the limit of thin double layers (compared to typical pore dimensions). We illustrate the theory in the case of a dilute, symmetric, binary electrolyte using the Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS) model of the double layer, for which simple formulae are available for salt adsorption and capacitive charging of the diffuse part of the double layer. We solve the full GCS mean-field theory numerically for realistic parameters in capacitive deionization, and we derive reduced models for two limiting regimes with different time scales: (i) In the "super-capacitor regime" of small voltages and/or early times where the porous electrode acts like a transmission line, governed by a linear diffusion equation for the electrostatic potential, scaled to the RC time of a single pore. (ii) In the "desalination regime" of large voltages and long times, the porous electrode slowly adsorbs neutral salt, governed by coupled, nonlinear diffusion equations for the pore-averaged potential and salt concentration.
. Sketch of the model problem. At t=0, a voltage φ 1 is applied to an ideally polarizable, porous electrode of thickness L e , relative to a bulk electrolytic solution separated by a stagnant diffusion layer of thickness L sdl . The characteristic pore thickness h p (defined as the ratio of the pore volume to the pore area) is much larger than the Debye screening length, λ D , so the pore space is mostly filled with quasi-neutral electrolyte, exchanging ions with a charged, thin double-layer "skin" on the electrode matrix. The volume-averaged potential φ(x,t) and neutral salt concentration c(x,t) vary in space and time as counterions enter, and co-ions leave, the thin double layers, thus changing the mean surface charge density q(x,t) and total excess salt density w(x,t).
Super-capacitors store electrical energy by the physical adsorption of counter-ions in high-surfacearea electrochemical double layers within a porous electrode. Assuming long, straight electrode pores with thin double layers, ion transport can be approximated by a linear "RC" transmission line, 7, 25 where the neutral solution in the pore acts like a core resistance and the double layer like a coaxial capacitance, enclosed in a coaxial electron-conducting sheath, see Fig. 2 . This equivalent-circuit model is still widely used to describe the linear response of super-capacitor electrodes, also with more complicated internal geometries. 26, 27 The possibility of nonlinear response due to large applied voltages and/or narrow pores (thick double layers), leading to local depletion of ions, has received much less attention.
CDI is a desalination (ion-removal) process in which an aqueous solution flows through the space in between two porous electrodes. Upon applying a voltage difference between the two electrodes, cations are transported to the electrode of negative bias, and anions to the other. These ions are stored as counter-ions within the structure of the porous electrodes. Simultaneous with counter-ion adsorption, co-ions are expelled from the electrodes, but co-ion outflow is always less than counterion adsorption. As a consequence of the resulting net ion removal, the product solution becomes partially depleted in ions and in this way for instance potable water (approx. <8 mM ionic strength) can be produced from brackish water (>15 mM). When the equilibrium ion adsorption capacity of the electrodes has been reached, the voltage difference can be reduced, ions are released, and a flow concentrated in salt is produced, after which the deionization cycle can be repeated. Transmission line models have also been applied to CDI at low voltages, 2 but for practical desalination systems, it is crucial to predict the nonlinear response of porous electrodes, significantly altering the bulk ionic strength.
To describe ion transport in an electrode by a mean-field theory we must consider the two interpenetrating phases, first the electron-conducting electrode matrix, and second the aqueous phase which fills the pores in between the electrode matrix. At the interface of these two phases, the electrode internal matrix-solution surface, the electron charge is locally compensated by an excess ion charge, i.e., a double layer is formed. The difference in voltage between the conducting matrix, φ 1 (Φ 1 in Newman's 1-4 terminology), and that of the aqueous solution in the pores, φ (Φ 2 ), is given by the electrostatic potential difference across this interfacial double layer.
To keep the mathematical model tractable we will consider dilute solution theory, without applying corrections for ion crowding and dielectric saturation. 28, 29 In particular, for a dilute, binary electrolyte, we can then use the Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS) model in which the double layer is described by a combination of a charge-free Stern layer of constant capacity (other names for the Stern layer are:
inner, compact, or Helmholtz layer), and a diffuse layer. The potential difference φ 1 -φ equals the potential difference across the Stern layer, Δφ S , plus the potential difference across the diffuse part of the double layer, Δφ D . The electrical resistance in the conducting matrix is typically much smaller than the ionic resistance in the pores, and therefore we can assume a constant voltage within the conducting matrix. After applying an electrode potential φ 1 (e.g., relative to another porous electrode, such as is the case in the aforementioned processes), the potential within the aqueous solution phase within the pores of the electrode, φ, initially remains equal to that in the electrode matrix, φ 1 , because double layers have not yet formed, while the applied potential difference between the two electrodes decays across the aqueous solution in between the two electrodes. The field strength outside the electrode induces a differential flow of ions into and out of the electrodes and consequently leads to charge formation at the internal matrix/solution-interface within the electrode. After sufficient time, and for a purely capacitive process without electrochemical charge transfer, the applied voltage difference will be fully compensated in the double layers at the matrix/solution-interfaces, and the potential in the pores φ becomes constant across the electrode and equal to the potential within the solution phase outside the electrodes, i.e., equilibrium will be reached.
In the present work, a unified mean-field theory is presented to describe ion transport and storage in a porous electrode. Only one electrode is considered, and calculation results are presented for a prescribed voltage difference between electrode and bulk solution. To simplify the calculations, a constant ion concentration is assumed at a point in the bulk solution, far from the electrode. Of course, in some of the applications, such as in CDI, the goal is to strongly modify the bulk salt concentration, but here we focus on modeling the dynamics of ions within the porous electrode, which in a later stage can be combined with more complicated models of the bulk solution, e.g. allowing for fluid flow and other geometries. As noted above, we also neglect Faradaic charge transfer reactions and nonelectrostatic (specific) ion adsorption. Instead, only physical adsorption in the diffuse part of the double layer is considered to compensate the electron charge. Because Faradaic reactions are not included, the present calculation describes a purely capacitive process, where the steady state is characterized by zero current and vanishing ionic fluxes.
An important point to realize is that to describe the charge separation at the matrix/solution-interface (according to the diffuse double layer model) it is not sufficient to only consider the (differential) capacity, i.e., the (differential) relation between the difference φ 1 -φ and the local charge storage q.
Instead at the same time we must describe how many salt ions are adsorbed in the double layer.
Though in a hypothetical calculation in which only counter-ions are considered to adsorb (as in the Helmholtz model for the double layer), charge density and salt adsorption are equal (because the electron density is exactly compensated by the density of counter-ion charge), this is not the case when ions are assumed to be stored diffusively in the Gouy-Chapman part of the double layer. In this case, the electron charge -q is compensated both by the accumulation of counter-ions, as well as by the expulsion from the diffuse part of the double layer of co-ions. For low potentials across the diffuse layer (the Debye-Hückel limit) both contributions are of equal importance, i.e., for each electron stored, there is half a cation adsorbed and half an anion desorbed, while only for very high potentials the limit is slowly approached that counterion adsorption fully compensates the electron charge. This effect can be quantified by making use of the charge efficiency, Λ, which is the ratio of net salt adsorption w over charge, q, which in the GCS-model changes from zero at low voltage to unity at high voltage.
Recently, it was shown that data for charge efficiency, based on equilibrium data for salt adsorption and charge of porous electrodes as function of voltage and salt concentration, could be very well explained by the GCS-model, providing support for the validity of this model to describe the structure of the double layer in porous electrodes. 30 The transport equations we present are similar to those developed several decades ago by J. In this paper, we extend this work to the fundamentally different geometry of porous electrodes, motivated by applications in energy storage and desalination, which were not even mentioned by BTA or subsequent authors (whose focus was on micro-electrodes and colloids). We identify two analogous dynamical regimes, in which a porous electrode behaves either as a super-capacitor (weakly nonlinear response) or as a desalination system (strongly nonlinear response). A key quantity controlling this dynamical transition is the charge efficiency (w/q in the notation of BTA), as co-ion expulsion at low voltages is replaced by additional counter-ion adsorption at high voltages. We illustrate these basic principles by numerical simulations of CDI using the full, nonlinear mean-field theory and by analyzing reduced model equations for the limiting regimes.
II. Theory
We begin by presenting our simple mathematical framework, which describes the nonlinear dynamics of ion transport within a porous electrode and the adjacent solution phase, without any ad hoc assumptions of local steady state in either region. The key assumption is that of thin double layers compared to the typical pore size in the electrode, so that there is a clear distinction between the quasi-neutral solution in the center of a pore and its surrounding thin double-layer "skin", containing diffuse ionic charge, screening the surface charge 3, 19, 20, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . This classical approximation can be justified by matched asymptotic expansions, even in time-dependent problems with curved surfaces 19,31 . We also neglect tangential surface transport through the double layers compared to quasi-neutral bulk transport within a pore, which is valid for thin double layers, as long as the surface charge is sufficiently small (Dukhin/Bikerman number<<1). 20, 31 This ubiquitous assumption becomes violated in the "strongly nonlinear" regime, 19 where double-layer salt adsorption significantly depletes the salt concentration at the pore center, and more general, nonlinear "surface conservation laws"
should be used as effective boundary conditions on the quasi-neutral solution within a pore. we make the standard engineering approximation of a mass transfer film adjacent to the electrode.
This layer goes under many names such as the Nernst layer, concentration-polarization layer, advection-diffusion layer, or just diffusion layer, and is a well-known concept in electrochemical process modeling and in the field of charged (electro-dialysis) membranes. Here we will denote it as the "stagnant diffusion layer" (SDL) and consider it to have a constant thickness, which is applicable to a process in which there is a certain extent of convective mixing, which limits the diffusive spreading of the diffusion layer into the bulk solution.
The assumptions above suffice to develop a complete model for any electrolytic solution. Here, we illustrate the basic principles for the canonical case of a symmetric binary z:z electrolyte with equal free solution diffusivity for cations and anions, D. Within the pores of the electrodes the diffusivity, D e , will typically be lower than in solution, but again we take the same value for an-and cation. This is an effective axial diffusivity which includes effects of pore tortuosity and pore wall friction. With only two (1) is the basis for the further theory, with j + +j -the net salt flow into/out of the electrode, and with j + -j -equal to the axial current, i e . 7 The salt balance in the electrode pores is equivalent to Fick's second law extended to include the local rate of salt adsorption, j salt (=J salt /J lim ), from the pore solution into the double layer at the matrix/solution-interface,
where c=c + =c -is the dimensionless salt concentration, t is a dimensionless time, obtained by rescaling the dimensional time τ with τ d =L e 2 /D e . The parameter α is a dimensionless specific surface area density of the solution/matrix-interface, given by α=a⋅L e /p, where a is a dimensional surface density in area per total electrode volume, which has units of inverse length, and p is the porosity of the electrode. It can also be expressed as the ratio, , of the electrode length to a characteristic pore thickness, , defined as the ratio of the pore volume to the pore surface area. (For a cylindrical pore, h p is half of the pore radius.) Equation (2) Coupled to Eq. (2), we must solve in the pore phase of the electrode a differential Ohm's law for the current carried by the ions, i e , namely .
Within the electrode the current carried by the ions, i e , is not constant but will decrease with depth within the electrode (to reach zero at the backside of the electrode), at each point compensated by the electron current in the matrix (which increases from zero at the SDL/electrode-interface to a maximum at the backside of the electrode), such that the total current remains the same at each position.
Furthermore a local charge balance describes how the ion current i in the electrode decreases with depth because charge is transferred to the double layers at the solution/matrix-interface, .
This finalizes the macroscopic description of transport within the aqueous phase of the electrodes.
Next we describe the double layer model which is solved at each position x within the electrode and which locally describes the potential difference between matrix phase and solution, φ 1 -φ, which is equal to the sum of potentials across the Stern and diffuse parts of the double layer model, thus 
where q is a dimensionless surface charge density (of the excess charge in the diffuse layer; multiply q by λ B , C ∞, N av and the electron charge, e, to obtain a dimensional surface charge density), 
similar to Gouy's formula for the surface charge density, Eq. (5).
To close the porous electrode model, we invoke mass conservation to relate the volume-averaged rate of charge removal from the electrolyte phase, j charge , to the charge density, -q, according to (8) and j salt to the adsorbed salt density, w, as .
These are essentially volume-averaged forms of the BTA surface conservation laws, as shown in
We have expressed the general theory in terms of multi-dimensional gradient operators applicable to any macroscopic geometry. It is straightforward to integrate the equations over the electrode volume to obtain global conservation laws for ions. In the case of our one-dimensional calculations below, we can check the accuracy of our numerical methods by verifying global charge conservation,
obtained by integrating Eqs. (4) and (8) in space and time, which equates the time-integrated ion current i e crossing the SDL/electrode-interface with the change in the total accumulated charge in the double layers integrated over the electrode. Similarly, by integrating Eqs. (2) and (9) in space and time, we obtain the global salt balance,
which equates the time-integrated diffusive flux crossing the SDL/electrode-interface to the total salt adsorption by the electrode. This concludes the porous-electrode model for purely capacitive response in the absence of any electrochemical processes, such as Faradaic reactions, specific adsorption of ions, or solid intercalation of ions.
In the SDL the salt concentration c(x,t) is described by 
This completes the description of the SDL. Boundary conditions at the SDL/electrode-interface are as follows. At the interface we have continuity in concentration c SDL =c e and potential, φ sdl =φ e . We will include the fact that the electrode is not fully accessible to the aqueous solution and the ions, i.e., the porosity, p, is lower than unity. Then, the ion current i on either side is the same but for the porosity correction, thus i sdl =p⋅i e . Similarly we have continuity in salt flux, which we implement as . These are the four boundary conditions that apply at the SDL/electrode-interface.
At the 'backside' of the electrode, which is blocking for ions, we have and i e =0.
III. Analysis

III.A. Nonlinear PDEs for the Concentration and Potential
The system of equation (1)- (9) is highly nonlinear and may appear quite daunting at first, but many variables can be eliminated to obtain a simple pair of partial differential equations (PDEs), e. To analyze the earliest times of our model problem, we expand the PDEs for small voltages to obtain a linear initial-boundary-value problem for 0<x<1 (inside the electrode) based on a diffusion equation for the potential, In the GCS model, the differential capacitance, and thus the local "RC time", diverge exponentially with voltage, which causes the charging dynamics to slow down substantially as the local voltage leaves the linear regime. As a result the desalination regime (when the salt concentration starts to vary) is reached before the voltage much exceeds the thermal voltage, . This effect is reduced in modified double-layer models for finite-sized ions, which predict a decay of differential capacitance at large voltage, as the double layer expands due to ion crowding, 42, 43 although this can be offset by other effects such as dielectric saturation. 28 Non-monotonic differential capacitance can lead to some surprising dynamical phenomena at blocking electrodes, such as flow reversal in AC electroosmosis, 44 so it would be interesting to study the weakly nonlinear dynamics of porous electrodes in the supercapacitor regime using different double-layer models. Analogous frequency-dependent criteria can be derived for the breakdown of weakly nonlinear response to an AC voltage applied at flat electrodes. 24 For the super-capacitor regime of a porous electrode, Equation (21) 
III.C. Desalination Regime
where the hyperbolic tangent factors tend to unity for highly charged regions, , in the desalination regime. For arbitrarily large voltages, in the asymptotic limit of thin double layers, the leading order behavior for is again approximately governed by a linear diffusion equation (24) only now for neutral salt concentration, rather than the electrostatic potential. These reversed roles are clearly seen in the example of Fig. 3 below, where the potential at early times in (a) has a similar 13 profile as the concentration at late times in (b). From Eq. (14) in this limiting regime, the potential is determined by the condition of small volume-averaged current into the double layers,
which also determines the quasi-equilibrium volume-averaged profiles of charge, q, and neutral salt, w, adsorbed by the double layers.
The difficulty in using the simple limiting equations (24)- (25) or polarizable particles. 20 In contrast, the steady response to a large AC voltage removes this difficulty (while adding others) due to the imposed time scale of the AC period, which effectively selects one of the two limiting regimes. 24 Finally, we note that a proper description of the desalination regime also requires including some additional physics that we have neglected. In addition to various electrochemical surface effects already mentioned, such as specific adsorption of ions and Faradaic reactions, there is another important source of nonlinearity in the ion transport equations, even for thin double layers. As noted by BTA, 19 when the condition (21) is violated, surface conductivity becomes comparable to the bulk conductivity, and thus the tangential transport in the double layer should also be considered. 20,31 This would be a major complication for volume averaging, which to our knowledge has never been considered in porous electrode theory.
IV. Numerical Results
As described in the previous section, the full model is difficult to solve, or even approximate,
analytically when the applied voltage is large enough (or the initial double layers thick enough) to enter the desalination regime. In this section, we present numerical solutions of the full model for a typical case of CDI, which illustrate the two limiting regimes and the transition between them. In this section, calculation results are presented for the following parameter settings, namely L sdl =L e =100 µm, Figs. 3 and 4 summarize our calculation results, where Fig. 3 shows the development of the electrostatic potential profile in time (Fig. 3a) , as well as the salt concentration profile (Fig. 3b) , while After application of the voltage, the ion concentration profiles in the electrode change more gradually. In Fig. 3b we clearly observe how first mainly near the outer electrode surface, salt is adsorbed from the SDL and from the pores in the electrode, to be adsorbed at the matrix/solutioninterface. In the SDL slowly the classical steady-state profile is reached for which ion concentration linearly decays, while within the electrode the minimum in salt concentration shifts to the inner boundary. After t~1 gradually the concentration everywhere increases again [not shown] to finally reach unity again (i.e., equal to the concentration in bulk solution). Fig. 4a shows how within the electrode the current carried by the ions gradually decreases with depth, to become zero at the inner electrode boundary. Indeed, the current carried by the electrons in the conductive matrix phase progressively increases in this direction such that the total current (which is equal to the ion current at x=0) remains constant. The total current is plotted as function of time in Fig. 4b together with the salt transport rate, which we evaluated at the outer edge of the SDL (divided by p). Though after an initial period both curves are close, they are certainly not overlapping, showing the relevance of distinguishing between charge transport (current) and salt transport.
The porous electrode-model can be incorporated in a larger-scale process model, e.g., for
capacitive deionization, where the salt removal rate from bulk solution notably influences the bulk salt concentration, which in its turn influences the adsorption rates. Not only salt removal can be modeled, but it is just as well possible to model the subsequent step of salt release (after short-circuiting the cell). Though in this work we have applied the porous electrode-model to describe the capacitive charging of an electrode, Faradaic charge transfer processes including diffuse layer (Frumkin) effects [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [45] [46] [47] [48] can also be included. For such Faradaic reactions, such as occur in the porous electrodes of fuel cells, it is the (local, and time-dependent) Stern layer potential difference (which is a function of the local charge density stored in the double layer at the matrix/solution-interface) which -together with the local ion concentration-self-consistently determines the charge-transfer rate (and is determined by it). Such a porous electrode model including Faradaic charge transfer relates to the work by Franco et al. 47 which is set up for a hydrogen fuel cell, where the proton is considered to be the only mobile species.
V. Conclusion
We have presented a simple mathematical model for the nonlinear dynamics of charging and desalination by a porous electrode, which is biased by an applied voltage relative to the bulk solution. 
to be applied to the standard bulk equations for a quasi-neutral binary electrolyte,
where bar accents indicate variables in the quasi-neutral bulk solution inside a pore (outside the thin double layers), length is scaled to , time is scaled to , and where is the local diffuse-layer voltage. The effective boundary conditions (A1) and (A2) express conservation of charge and total salt, respectively, where q is the integrated charge (per area) in the diffuse part of the double layer (and -q is the surface charge density), and w is the integrated excess total number of ions, relative to the nearby bulk solution. For multi-dimensional situations, the BTA equations (A1) and (A2) must be replaced by more general "surface conservation laws" with additional nonlinear terms describing tangential transport of ions in the double layers, derived in ref. 31 by matched asymptotic expansions in higher dimensions. We neglect such corrections, following all prior modeling on porous electrodes, although we believe they are important and should be considered in future work.
In order to formally perform volume averaging for a porous microstructure, we integrate (A3) and (A4) over the pore volume in a macroscopic volume element of (dimensionless) volume V ( 
which are analogous to the BTA boundary conditions (A1)-(A2) for locally smooth electrodes. These
PDEs are consistent with classical formulations of porous electrode theory, 1-2 except that we have provided simple analytical expressions for the left hand sides and a formal derivation based on the asymptotic limit of thin double layers within the pores. In general, we could derive formulae for q and w for any concentrated-solution theory of the quasi-equilibrium double layer, 28 and this has been done for simple models of finite-sized ions 42 and applied to extend the BTA analysis of parallel-plate blocking electrodes. 43 The theory could also be naturally extended to multi-component, asymmetric electrolytes by replacing q and w with more general "surface concentrations" of the ionic species,
given by integrals of the excess ionic concentrations (relative to the nearby bulk solution) across the diffuse part of the double layer. 31 For the GCS model analyzed in the main text, the formula for q is well known (and due to Gouy himself), and there is also a simple formula for w (refs. 16,19) , becomes a good approximation in the desalination regime of large voltages.
